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The computer book Windows 8.1 for SENIORS is the best computer book for senior citizens
who want to get started using computers. The book walks you through the basics of the
operating system Windows 8.1 in an easy step-by-step manner.Use this learn-as-you-go book
right alongside your computer as you perform the tasks laid out in each chapter. Learn how to
use the computer and the mouse and write letters. This book also teaches you how to surf the
Internet and send and receive e-mails. Be amazed at how fast you will start having fun with your
computer with the new skills and information you will gain! The book:encourages learning with
an easy step-by-step approachhas been tested by seniorsis based upon practical
experiencefocuses on acquiring practical skillsgives detailed background informationcontains a
convenient reference sectioncontains an extensive indexLearn how to:become comfortable and
enjoy using your computerwrite letters and memos on the computersend and receive messages
by e-mailexplore the World Wide Webcustomize your computer settingsSuitable for:Windows
8.1 on a desktop or laptop computer

About the AuthorStudio Visual Steps is a team of experienced professionals dedicated to
producing useful and informative technology titles. The authors work together on the
development of Visual Steps books along with a team of editors. The name Studio Visual Steps
stands for the excellent quality found in every Visual Steps product. Whether that is a book,
booklet or software guide, you can be sure that they are always written and constructed
according to the Visual Steps Method.The Visual Steps Method (or Visual Steps concept)
distinguishes itself in a number of ways from traditional instructional methods. Attention is made
to the special needs and requirements of the mature individual. Take a closer look at some of the
features of the Visual Steps Method.Each product:Allows you to start right away learning in a
friendly, fun, hands-on manner.Uses a larger print format that is easier on the eyes.Contains
easy to understand, visually oriented, step-by-step instructions.Has an extensive use of screen
shots and illustrations.Features practical, useful information, tips and helpful hints.Offers special
help topics for do-it-yourself error correcting.Includes follow-up exercises to reinforce your new
skills and increase your confidence.Offers an extensive index.With every book you can take a
look inside a typical computer book from Visual Steps.
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Christine Villarino, “Windows 8 for Seniors. I like the book because it told me more about
Windows 8 than other books. I realize Windows 8 is a new operating system and authors had to
scramble to get their books on the market, ergo each book has something in a field I need to
know. I.e. what does it take to send photos over the internet. The step by step instructions and
pictures make it easy for old folkies to get in the swing of a new operating system. I personally
decided to jump into the future with both feet and enjoy Windows 8. The authors bent over
backwards to make Windows 8 understandable to people who have limited knowledge on
computers, when following the step by step instruction seniors should have no problem getting
in the swing of things on the computer with Windows 8.”

Fred Condon, “Helpful Books. I am retired now but at work I was doing basic computer work but
having not used that for a while I lost a lot of knowledge so I decided to buy this book and I found
it extremely useful. It does exactly what I was hoping it would do. For example, when I follow
their instructions I see on my computer screen exactly the same as what appears in the book
which means I am doing something right :)  Fred.”

JOE PATANOVICH, “Windows 8 for seniors.. I'm really not a senior but things are very hard for
me to turn I understand this book and is slower and that's what I need to know, I think it's a good
book and I like it. Joe”

Don Peltier, “Trying to learn Windows 8. I'm in my 80"s so having both pictures as well as
explanations have helped me a lot.My windows 7 was fine, but 8 is a case of it's
own.Thanks..............”

JohnG57, “Windows 8 for Seniors. Great book! I would have been lost without it. Use it almost
every day when I come upon something new that I want to do.”

Robert W. Gerber, “windows 8 for seniors. I was happy with this book. It gave me the info I was
looking for. It was quite informative and easy to follow.”

Geoffsm, “Very good book.. Bought this for my father to help him get used to him new laptop.
Very well written and easy to follow. Takes the reader step by step through the OS with many
illustrations and great tips.”

john bell, “... Steps for seniors books and they are all so good, this is one is the same high
quality. I have had several Studio Visual Steps for seniors books and they are all so good , this is
one is the same high quality . John.”



A C WOOD, “Easy to read. I bought this for my Mum, It is easy to read and understand and
covers everything she will need to know to use her windows 8.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. great”

Piggysue, “just the job. very handy to have as windows 8 is different, nice to have information
close at hand.can carry it with the laptop”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 58 people have provided feedback.
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